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 Tourist Assistant: Determining

the visibility of a tourist attraction

from different locations

 Placement of billboard, close

circuit camera and surveillance

camera : Ensuring better view

 Medical Science: Choosing a

location inside the abdomen to Insert a

camera for operation where internal

organs are obstacles

Fig : VCM of a Target T with an 
obstacle O. Lighter shade of black 

refers to better view of T.

Fig: Partially obstructed view of the 
target

Phase 1 : Determine visible obstacles

 Remove a big portion of obstacles that

are not at all visible from the target

 Determine the set of visible obstacles,       

using R-tree

Phase 2 : Hidden surface removal

 Consider equally spaced boundary

points on the surface of the target

 Run hidden surface removal algorithm

for each such point p considering to be

the set of visible obstacles

 Find a set of edges (2D) or surfaces

(3D) which are visible from the point p

Fig: Hidden surface removal.

Phase 3 : Visibility Check with 

respect to a Boundary Point

 Assign a Boolean value for each cell

in the partition indicating visibility from

a boundary point p

 Perform visibility check with respect

to all the boundary points on the

surface of the target is performed

Fig: Visibility check with respect to 
p. Shaded cells are not visible.

Phase 4 : Combining the Results

 Combine the effect of all boundary

points, distance and viewing angle

 Consider a larger dummy target, T’

in phase 1

 Perform hidden surface removal with

respect to all boundary points on and

inside T’

Problem Definition

Applications

Challenges

VCM for a Fixed Target

VCM for a Moving Target

 Use an incremental version of the

hidden surface removal algorithm to avoid

repeating same calculations

Fig: Modification for a moving target.

Conclusion

vO

In many real world problems,

determining the visibility of a given

target object from different locations is

a challenge. We develop a novel

procedure to construct Visibility

Color Map (VCM) to answer a large

class of visibility query.

FIG : Application in medical science : 
Endoscopy.

Our problem is to construct the VCM for a

moving target. The main challenges we

encounter are:

 Handling a large set of obstacles

 Partitioning the space into disjoint

optically equivalent cells

 Updating VCM for a continuously

moving target

 Considering partially obstructed view

We are experimenting with real 3D

data sets of different cities. We

achieve the desired efficiency by :

 Removing all the unnecessary

obstacle in phase 1

 Using an incremental version of the

hidden surface removal algorithm

in phase 2

Our problem has several applications

which require finding the visibility of

an object from all points of the space.

There is provision for more work,

specially on phase 1 because it is the

most expensive phase both in terms

of I/O and computation.

Methodologies
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 VCM assigns a color, in [0,1] to

each point, x of the surrounding

space corresponding to the visibility of

a given target object T from x

 We consider the effect of obstacle,

distance, and viewing angle

 We develop a process to construct

VCM efficiently for a moving target
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